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1. INTROOUCTION 

With the advent of geostationary A TS and the 
recent addition of SMS-GOES, satellite sensors have 
had the ability to resolve overshooting tops which 
penetrate thunderstorm cirrus anvils. As a visible 
manifes.tation of the thunderstorm circulation, over
shooting tops offer a potentially valuable source of 
information abo.ut severe storms. The urgency to 
design a program using this satellite-derived informa
tion has resulted in the increased demand for research 
on the nature of overshooting tops. With added under
standing, anvil signature information obtained from 
satellite could possibly become an effective aid in 
severe storm forecasting. 

The relationship between thunderstorm anvil 
behavior and tornado occurrence is of particular 
interest to meteorologists because of the obvious 
human impact of tornadoes. The growth rate of an 
anvil has been employed as an index of the amount' of 
mass transported through the updraft core of a thun -
derstorm. Purdom (1971) found that there was a 
definite pause in anvil growth when .tornadoes occurred.
No such evidence was .found with non-tomadic thunder
storms. Similarly, Fujita (1972) suggested that anvil 
growth caused the dissipation of existing tornadoes. 
He concluded that excessive upward vertical motion 
represente~ by an increased anvil area 'acted as a 
retardant of tornadic activity. 

A more direct indication of the vertical motion 
within a thunderstorm is the overshooting top. In 
their radar study, Bonner and Kemper (1971) observed 
that in the central U, S. the probability ot' tornado-'pro
duction increased rapidly with the increase in echo-top 
height until 35 , 000 feet. Above this level, the proba
bility of tornado-production became relatively insensi
tive to the increase of echo-top height. Fujita (197.2), 
during an aircraft survey' of overshooting ·tops, found 
t;he majority of tornado occurrences corresponded 
with overshooting ~ops of less than 5,000 feet above the 
anvil horizon. He further concluded that tornado-pro
ducing thunderstorms are characterized by a decrease 
in overshooting top height prior to tornado occurrences. 
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Pearl (1974) reinforced Fujita's viewpoint 
concerning overshooting top activity. By way of high
altitude aircraft survey, he noted a significant decrease 
in ove.rshooting top hclght associated with a tornado 
occurrence. Pearl suggested that great signifj.cance 
may rest ill the fact that overshooting tops tend to 
"collapse" before tornado sightings. 

This paper will further examine the relation -
ship between tornadoes and overshooting tops. Uti
lizing data gathered during the 1974. Learjet Cloud
Truth Experiment, the behavior of overs!iooting tops 
and anothe:r; anvil horizon }ilenomenon, jumping cirrus, 
will be discussed. 

2. OVERSHOOTING TOP BEHAVIOR 

When observing.thunderstorms from cloud-top 
altitude, it is common to view a smooth anvil of cirrus. 
This flat plane is referred to as the cirrus horizon. 
On occasion, overshooting tops protrude tllrough the 
cirrus horizon as a result of intense updraft cores 
within the thunderstorm. Buoyancy becomes neutral 
at the point where the updraft intersects the cirrus 
horizon, but excessive kinetic energy carries the up
ciraft 'through and above the cirrus horizon. Visible 
evidence is the appearance of an overshooting top. 
Upon depletion of kinetic energy, subsidence dominates 
and the overshooting top collapses, · At this point, 
jumping cirrus appear above the cirrus horizon. 
Jumping cirrus are downdraft signatures resulting 
from the collision of air converging into the downdraft 
core. For a detailed discussion on overshooting tops 
refer to Fujita (1974). 

In this paper, the terms overshooting turret 
and overshooting dome will be regularly employed. A 
turret is an overshooting top. with· a diameter of less 
than 1 km. A dome is a conglomeration of many 
turrets . A dome is considered small if it has a diame
ter of 1 - 4 km while a large dome has a diameter of 
9 km or greater. 



3. LEARJET CLOUD-TRUTii EXPERIMENT, 1974 

On May 14 and May 24, 1974, the Learjet 
thunderstorm research group observed the over
shooting tops of three tornado-producing thunder
storms (Fig. 1). The experiment procedure involv
ing the University of Chicago and NASA meteorolo
gists consisted of photographing anvil-top activity 
from a Learjet 24. The aircraft-to-cell distance was 
approximately 100 nautical miles. The mission alti
tude was 45,000 feet which was the estimated cirrus 
horizoo height. Fhotographs were taken at 30 second 
intervals with two camera lenses being employed. A 
28 mm wide-angle lens was used to achieve an over
all cell-to-cell perspective and a 50:mm lens allowed 
for a more precise inspection of an individual over
shooting top. 
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Fig. 1. Location of tornado-producing 
thunderstorms observed from Learjet. 

A detailed analysis of tornado characteristics 
is beyond the scope of this paper. It is important, 
however, to mention that the thunderstorms under 
investigation produced characteristically w:ealc torna
does . The significance of this fact will be discussed 
later in the paper. 

On May 14, the Learjet team photographed the 
overshooting tops of the Ft. Worth and Ethel tornado
producing thunderstorms. Flying northwest of the 
Ft. Worth thunderstorm at 193530 CDT, the Learj~t 
team found that overshooting tops had yet to penetrate 
the cirrus horizon. With the Ft. Worth thunderstorm 
in view again at 193900CDT, after a turn, an over
shooting dome was observed. The height of the dome 
at this time was 1370 meters . The diameter of the . 
dome was about 6 km. By 194300 CDT, the height of 
the dome decreased to 1100 meters while the diame
ter was reduced 50 percent. ·The dome was com._ : 
pletely obscured by 194530 CDT. One minute lat~r, 
overshooting reorganized with the appearance of a 
fast rising dome growing to 870 meters in 60 sec. 
The tornado was reported to have been sighted at 
194500 CDT correlating in time with· the collapse of 
the dome. A time-section analysis documenting the 
dome behavior is presented in Fig. 2. 

Dome activity related to the Ethel thunderstorm 
became significant at 194600 CDT, · 24 minutes before 
tornado touchdown. Overshooting activity was gener
a lly minimal with an old, horizontally-spreading 
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Fig. 2. Overshooting dome heights 
for the Ft. Worth tornado case. 
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dome, measuring just 715 meters above the cirrus 
horizon. From this point in time to 195300 CDT, a 
new, large dome emerged from the cirrus horizon. 
Its diameter was approximately 10 km. The maxi
mum overshooting height was 2737 meters at 195400 
CDT. This pre-tornado overshooting height was con
siderably higher than that of the Ft. Worth case. For 
the next 11 minutes, overshooting turrets continued 
to grow in .the dome although each successive turret 
was smaller in height than its predecessor. At 
200430CDT, the dome was reduced to an inactive 
bumpy surface only 850 meters in height and engulfed 
in jumping cirrus. Immediately, overshooting 
activity was revived and a new dome reached 1856 
meters ·in 90 seconds. This trend of increased 
activity· continued through the tornado occurrence at 
201000CDT. Fig. 3 clearly shows that minimum 
overshooting activity was reached 5-1/2 minutes 
prior to touchdown. 
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Fig. 3. Overshooting dome heights for the Ethel 
tornado ·case. Dashed tines indicate approximate 
heights. 

On May 24, the Petersburg tornado-producing 
tht.mderstorm was monitored. Observa~on ffom 
Learjet began at 183230 CDT with the appearance of 
a small overshooting dome abov'e the cirrus horizon. 
By 184400 CDT, the dome had attained large propor
tions, measuring 2652 meters in height. From this 
point in time until 190230 CDT, overshooting activity 
gradually decreased to a height of 924 meters. From 
1903PO through 191000 CDT, the dome oscillated only 
slightly in height, with jumping cirrus prominent. 



The tornado touched down at 190500 CDT. By 191000 
CDT, the dome height above the cirrus horizon was 
only Slf meters, the minimum height observed. With
in 60 seconds, overshooting activity underwent a 
rapid change. A new dome had appeared and further 
observations indicated that tb.e dome quickly attained 
massive size. This tornado case was unique in that 
it represents the only instanc.e where the overshooting 
dooie continued to decrease through the reported tor
nado touchdown, As shown in Fig. 4, the decrease 
began 21 minutes prior to touchdown and continued 
five minutes past. 
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Fig. 4. Overshooting dome heights 
for the Petersburg tornado case • 
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. 4.. TORNADOES AND OVERSHOOTING TOPS 

Observations ap.,ear to indicate that tornado
related overshooting tops may posse·ss several dis.
tinct behavioral characteristics. Figure 5 tracks the 
significant dome height displacements. The most 
convincing feature discernible is the gradual dec rease 
in overshooting dome height prior to tornado touch
down. Consistent in all analyzed cases , this observa -
ti on coincides with that of Pearl (197 4) in his Poplar 
Bluff Tornado study. Domes commenced to collapse 
6 - 21 minutes before associated tornadic events. 
Periods between the onset of dome collapse and torna
do touchdown of over 15 minutes were Observed in the 
Ethet and Petersburg cases. 
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Fig. 5. Time-section comparison of significant dome 
heights . Dashed lines indicate approximate heights. 
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Mj.nimum overshooting dome activity, in terms 
of height, was observed 5 minutes after, 5-1/2 
minutes before and approximately at the .time of tor
nado occurrence In all cases , ·dramatic overshooting 
dome growth at a rate of 17 - 23 m/s immediately 
followed the minimum dome heights. Rapid upward · 
motion such as this has been suggested by Fujita 
(1972) to weaken existing tornadoes. This idea corre
lates well with tli.e fact that all three tornadoes were 
non-destructive and short-lived. 

It is interesting to note that the Ft. Worth dome 
peaked at 1400 meters, approximately half the maxi
mum dome heights attained in the Petersburg and 
Ethel cases. This fact suggests that tornado produc
tion is insensitive to pre:-touchdown maximum dome · 
heights between 1 and 3 kilometers. 

Jumping cirrus, most prominent when an over
shooting top collapses·, may be dynamically signifi- . 
cant but is of questionable operational value. Jumping 
cirrus tend to be suspended in the stable environment 
above the cirrus horizon for long periods. · In doing 
so, they tend to acquire environmental temperature 
characteristics which eliminate sensing by satellite 
radiometers. 

Fig~ 6. Learjet view of overshooting dome 
activity associated with ~e Ethel tornado. 

Figure 6 is a series of photographs of the over
s hooting dome of the Ethel tornado-producing thunder
storm. The massive horizontal dimensions of the 
dome are as impressive as the vertical dimensions, 
in this particular example about 10 km in diameter. 
The intrusion · of jumping cirrus characteristically 



begins as the dome collapses. MaximlDD dome dis
organization is seen at 200430 CDT. It may be 
recalled from previous discussion that the Ethel tor
nado touchdown occurred at 201000 CDT. 

5. CONCWSIONS 

With the operational availability of geosynchro
nous satellite observations, it is essential to cultivate 
a ·better understanding of the relationship between 
overshooting tops and tomadic events, 

This study suggests that overshooting tops 
display specific characteristics prior to and during 
non-destructive tornadic events . With this "non
destructive" qualification, it is imperative to verify 
whether or not these characteristics hold true in the 
case of the destructive· tornado, Therefore, to bring 
the state-of-the-art to ·a comprehensive level, con .. 
tinued research of· tornado-producing thunderstorms 
from aircraft is recommended. 
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